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The graphics are simply horrible, and I have to put up with getting a screenshot everytime I hit space.. Decent graphics but
mostly this is a frustrating plant vs zombies clone with completely unfair challenges and tedious gameplay. I will keep playing to
see if it gets any better. I like the anti-deforrestation theme but some of these animals don't even live in the environment they're
protecting. That's a minor nitpick though.. Funny and addictive.
The only criticism I can lay is that the game crashed and lost all my progress.

Send waves of pals to get garbage for the flumf, build stuff.
Send more guys. Repeat.
Awesome.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/r5ufS12Ebu0. DO NOT BUY THIS GAME
Cool idea, has potential, but it's unfinished and abandoned.

Normally I hate writing reviews on games no matter what but here I go.

First time I saw this game, It reminded me of Overgrowth. Waited for a sale and bought it for 90% off. I bought the game along
with a few other games and forgot to play it. 4 or so months later, the game hadn't received any updates since I bought it.
Decided to give it a try.

Checked out the server list, It was empty even thought it was the active hours for europeans. Created my own server, dropped
me near a beach with no tutorials or anything that points you towards what is going on or what you're supposed to do. Walked a
few minutes towards a town, view distance and grass density really hurts your eyes after few steps, found out there is an
inventory and I have an axe and a pickaxe, got closer to town, skeletons, seems like I can take a few of them down, can't seem to
attack with left click, apparently you have to draw your tool\/weapon first, ended up dying after my first swing because the
game doesn't let you move while attacking. Waiting for respawn, awkwardly watching skeletons, for some reason you need to
press escape and click respawn to respawn, could have told me that before i waited 30 seconds for a respawn. Chopped some
wood, can't move while chopping wood, mined some stone and ores, can't move while mining. Ores seem to generate once per
stone pile, so you have to walk for a minute just to get to another ore vein. And you need a lot of ores to get the iron armor.

After wasting about 20 minutes doing this I gave up on this game and decided to not come back until the developer announced
he is not dead.

Yes, many of you will think 20 minutes is not enough to judge a game but I do not think I can spend another minute in a game
that is really painful to play and completely empty multiplayer game.. I'm afraid I can't give this a rave review. The quality of
the textures is comparable to an aircraft from IL2 1946 released 10 years ago. Still, the flights can be fun and challenging and at
this reduced sale price it is worth adding to the hangar.
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good game but unfortunatly my computer barely ran it and i ran into a camera problem where it fliped upside dpwn but it is very
good just need a better computer to run it. Get the soundtrack, it's worth it. Been listening to cheesy 8-bit anthems on public
transport and it feels great.. Really fun game for fans of Assassins Creed and historical settings. This is my first AC since 3 and
I have to say I am enjoying the direction it has went. The map is massive and there is alot to do. The RPG elements are a good
addition. I recommend getting the game on sale since they went pretty heavy on trying to get you to buy microtransactions. None
of them seem necessary but I will never accept them as something to implement in a fully priced game.. A cool little "casual"
-for me at least- retro game, which does not need to spend hours reading the user manual for a test run. I'm now 50 and no
longer a hardcore gamer!
The two-layer battlefield is a good idea. Nice 3D-stereoscopic effect, perfect for what I was looking for: something to easily test
my hardware (3D monitor with "vintage" NVIDIA 3D Vision 2 glasses; support of the Microsoft 360 controller is OK). And, oh
yes, I actually noticed the sprites are 3D too! ;)
Hoping some more ambitious features will follow (at least more alien waves) but nice work anyway.. As a strategy game fan I
really wanted to like this game. I completed the first campaign and somewhat enjoyed myself, although I was disappointed by
the poor AI.

Then I started the second campaign and I realized how poorly the single played game is. To compensate for the poor AI the
developer has decided to tilt the odds very much in favour of the AI players by giving them many more units and\/or more
highly valued units. In addition, the AI player is given more open territory making rapid expansion much easier.

As others have said, the way to win these scenarios is to trick the computer AI into fighting each other. I'm not interesting in
learning these tricks, this isn't strategy gaming.

So unfortunately, as a single player game, this game is a bust. I think multi player could be very enjoyable but I'm not interested
in that.

As I single player game I would rate this as 2 out of 10. As a multi player only game, I would rate it as 7 out of 10.
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